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As the poem is a truly Oriental production with the merits
and defects of easteim conception, we trust that our readers
will not object to our reproducing the poem in ext&iso, though
it may contain a good many repetitions of what has been said
above. The fact that it has been translated by a Tamil Native
accounts sufficiently for the peculiarities of the English style
and wording. As we have not been able to procure a copy of
the original, we prefer to give it as it stands.
tala vilasam—Ox the palmyra tree.
Invocation of Cranesa.
41 invoke Ganesa to help in my composition of the work on the
Palmyra tree, in the species of poetry called Kali Venpa, and
in presenting the same to the people on the sea-girt earth.
4O thou Lad}% resembling Laksimy who is seated on the
beautiful lotus! Thou of sweet expressions whose breasts are
under stays, and whose person-resembles a peacock! Hear me
tell you in brief an account of one out of the eight hundred
items of things connected with the Palmyra tree, which is
emphatically the Kalpa-tree of the earth.
*The various productions of earth created by Brahma came
short of men's wants; and there was wanting one substance
which had an entire power of assuaging hunger, removing
disease, feeding the illiterate and enriching the house; and
therefore the people of the earth were as unfixed (in all their
worldly prospects) as the water on the leaf of a lotus, made
poojas and prayed to Si van for assistance. Si van heard their
prayers and asked of Vishnu with displeasure the reason of his
not having daily attended to his duty of preservation. To
which Vishnu, in great obeisance, with one arm folded and the
fingers of the other put upon his under-lip replied : 'There is no
fault in my course of duty, but the present amount of things
created on the earth by Brahma is insufficient.' Upon which,
Sivan, in great displeasure and anger, looked at Brahma and
asked of him the reason of his not having created things to
satisfy all the wants of the people of the earth. Brahma
trembled and perspired (from fear) and putting his fingers
muter his under-lip (as a sign of great respect to a superior)

